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QCRFC 13 - 12 Cincinnati Kelts
Queen City claimed their first win against over the 
Kelts in seven years in an extremely tight game.  The 
Kelts opened the scoring, before tries from Nick 
Schroeder & Steve Kurzhals and a Kurzhals penalty 
put QCRFC ahead.  The Kelts put QCRFC under 
considerable pressure in the second half.  A try with 13 
minutes to go put the Kelts within one point, but a 
supreme defensive effort in the closing minutes 
ensured a long overdue victory over the local rivals.

QCRFC 27 – 33 Louisville
Yet again Queen City got off to a slow start and were 

trailing 6-26 at half time, with two penalties courtesy of 
Steve Kurzhals accounting for the only points.  
However, Queen City came roaring back in the second 
half with a try from Joe Macke and a pair from 
Kurzhals (all 3 tries were converted) but they 
ultimately ran out of time, eventually losing by just 6 
points and claiming a league bonus point.

QCRFC 7 – 77 Columbus Castaways
Some games are best not dwelled upon and this trip 

to Columbus was one of them.  When president Rob 
Overbeck makes his first ever appearance at outside 
center it is clear that there was a shortage of available 
backs.  The lone highlight from this game was rookie 
Eric Jacquez scoring his first try and conversion.

QCRFC 29 – 8 Lexington Blackstones
This fall has seen some promising young players 

make appearances for Queen City.  This core of young 
players was instrumental in the win against the 
Blackstones in the fall season finale.  Queen Ctiy’s 
tries were scored by Ben Kurzhals, Robert Grogan, 
Ryan Krallman, Eric Jacquez & Nick Klaserner, 
with Jacquez adding two conversions.

Welcome
Here’s hoping that everyone had a great 

Thanksgiving and has put themselves on Santa’s nice 
list for the upcoming Christmas holidays.  This edition 
is a little later than planned because that pain in the 
ass called work kept getting in the way!

Standings
W L T Pts

Columbus 7 0 0 34
Kelts 5 2 0 26
Louisville 4 3 0 20
Queen City 3 4 0 15
Lexington 1 6 0 6
Wolfhounds 1 6 0 4

Spring Season
Queen City will have 3 league games in Cincinnati 

against Louisville, the Kelts & the Wolfhounds.  Old 
Boy support for these games is encouraged as the 
club makes a push to claim second place in the 
league.  
There will also be some friendlies before the team 

heads north for a short tour to Canada starting May 
11.  More details of the Canada Tour are available 
elsewhere in this newsletter. 

Club Election Results
No changes to the club officials were made at the 

AGM on November 21 .  Rob Overbeck will continue 
as Club President in 2016 with Nick Klaserner 
continuing as Club Captain for a third year.

Upcoming Events
Mark your calendars for the following events.  More 

details will be sent out nearer the time.
January 23 – Winter Banquet.  Celebrate the fall 
season at the O’Malley’s in the Alley from 6 pm.
February 6 – Scavenger Hunt – Ideal event for Old 
Boys as cunning and guile win out over physical 
condition.
March 5 – Poker Night at Overbeck’s. Beer drinking 
starts at 6, poker starts at 7.
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Rugby World Cup
A combination of seven Queen City players & old 

boys traveled to the United Kingdom for the recent 
Rugby World Cup.  Besides sightseeing, spreading the 
meaning of liberty and drinking huge quantities of 
warm beer, the magnificent (?) seven met up in 
Leicester to see Canada play Romania and in London 
to see the US Eagles second string get thumped by 
the mighty Springboks.  They were joined by the 
English branch of the QCRFC supporters club; Tim 
West & Ian Bradford.
Nick Brandt & Josh Dehart also found time to pick up 

a game with the Eccleshall 2nd XV.  Brandt showed the 
locals that Americans aren’t so bad at rugby with a try 
scoring performance.

Congratulations
We welcomed Sullivan Gilbert to the QCRFC family 

on October 25.  Old Boy Jason reports that mom and 
young Sullivan are doing fine.
The following is not a hoax!  After 50 years of 

bachelordom congratulations to Old Boy and assistant 
coach Mike “The Cringer” Nicolai on his recent 
engagement to Amy.  This announcement  leaves Ron 
Creager as Queen City’s most eligible bachelor by a 
considerable margin.

Canada Tour 2016

After an eight year hiatus Queen City will be going on 
tour in 2016.  We will be crossing the border to the 
north from May 11 through May 15 to take on the 
Canadians in Ottawa & Toronto.  The tour cost is 
expected to be around $550 which will include 
transportation, accommodation and a limited edition 
tour jersey.
Old Boys are welcome whether you want to get some 

playing time or just hang out in the bar with President 
Overbeck.  If you want to reserve a seat on the bus get 
hold of Jason Tinch as soon as possible at 
tinch_2004@yahoo.com.

Pete’s Guy Fawkes Extravaganza
The Old Boys were out in force for Pete Brimelow’s 

annual event at the Ole Super K fishing lake.  It 
appears that the photographer may have had a little 
too much moonshine! 

Ryan Webb, Alan Webb, Mike Nicolai, Josh Dehart, Tim West, 
Pete Brimelow, Nick Brandt, John Lengyel & Ian Bradford take 

refreshment in Leicester.
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Player Profiles
Matt Gatherwright - Prop

Matt is from Cincinnati and is currently attending 
Mount St. Joseph University getting his MBA, causing 
a significant spike in the average IQ of the team.  Matt 
is also interning with Patheon Pharmaceuticals.
Matt played football for Mt. St. Joe before shoulder 

surgery left him to concentrate on his studies.  
However, football teammate Robert Grogan convinced 
Matt to try rugby this fall.  He didn’t need too much 
convincing, he was sold as soon as Grogan mentioned 
the sideline keg!  Matt is learning to play prop and has 
seen more playing time has his rookie season 
progressed.

QCRFC in Action
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Eric Jacquez – Lock/Center

Eric was born and raised in Cincinnati.  He joined the 
Marines Corps infantry after high school and did two 
deployments to Afghanistan.  Now back in civilian life, 
Eric works for Cintas Fire Protection.
Eric has known Richie Pierson’s sons since high 

school and they told him about Queen City Rugby.  
Eric has played soccer all of his life, but has taken to 
rugby well, especially after a late season switch from 
lock to center.  He finished his rookie campaign with a 
try in each of his last two kicks and has taken over the 
goal kicking responsibilities.

Joey Roetting carries against Columbus Gus Hass shows that QCRFC made at least one 
tackle against the Castaways!
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Coaches Corner – Lee’s Thoughts on the 
Fall Season
The 2015 Fall Season presented many challenges, but 
none bigger than undertaking a radical new direction in 
team playing philosophy. In the opinion of the new 
coach, the game had devolved into a crushing bore 
with little but short runs to the forwards ad nauseum. 
The new coach favored a more wide-open attack 
featuring the backs.

His so-called ‘Phalanx Offense’ was predicated on 
getting the ball out from scrums and loose play as 
quickly as possible to the backs. The roster indicated 
players in the backline that could run effectively and 
produce significant gains. Instead of creating 
overloads by causing the other team to commit too 
many men to rucks and mauls, the overloads would be 
created by having more players in the backline due to 
controlling the number of players in Queen City’s rucks 
and mauls and getting the backline setup more quickly 
than the opponent catching them disorganized in 
setting their own defense.

In a perfect world, such a turn would be introduced in 
the spring season while playing a series of ‘friendlies’. 
Queen City was not afforded such luxury as there 
were only 4 practices until the 1st game against Ohio 
U and then just another 4 before the opening league 
game. It seemed to take hold early on with victories in 
the first two games including a league win over the 
Wolfhounds which featured a dominating offensive first 
half of play.

The other half of the equation is defense. Since there 
was such a focus on new offensive schemes, the new 
coach felt that playing a man-to-man defense was 
simpler than the ‘Slide’ defense. The key to the man-
to-man is to get setup quickly and identify the player 
you are to cover. The team was somewhat 
inconsistent in this regard as they played pretty good 
defense in the first Columbus game, but not so much 
at Lexington especially early on. Then, in the 1 point 
win over the Kelts, the team really put on a clinic of 
defense and tackling as the last 10 minutes were 
spent inside their own 22 meter line holding off the 
Kelts relentless attempts to score.
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While the Kelts game was their zenith of defense and 
tackling, the second Columbus game was most 
certainly their nadir as proper tackling took an 80 
minute break. However, as bad as that game looked 
on the scoreboard, there were signs of progress as the 
‘Phalanx’ wing materialized on several occasions. 
Slow transfers negated the hard earned overloads, but 
it seemed the new philosophy was beginning to take 
hold.

It all seemed to come together with a very impressive 
finale against Lexington. There was a ton of offense 
and only one try yielded. There were even field goals 
and converted tries!  It was a most entertaining game 
to watch. There is still quite a bit to work on to make 
the offense and defense more consistently effective, 
but it would seem that foundations are in place for 
continued progress.

While great progress was made on the field, the 
hallmark of the season was the effort put in by the 
players. Attendance at practice was good and 
everyone there put good effort into drills. Beyond that, 
the effort by everyone on the field in matches was 
exemplary. Everyone who played put in top effort for 
the amount of time they played in all the games. Even 
in the second Columbus game, no one gave up or 
bowed their head. You can’t coach that. The players 
bring it!
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Old Boy Update
Don Hinton 1974-76
It was wonderful 40th reunion you lads had back in 

May, 2014.  I was able to break away from sleepy ole’ 
Beaufort, South Carolina, and make the trip which I 
thoroughly enjoyed.  Thank you for all the work you put 
into making that such a success.  I have four 
wonderful sons of which my oldest plays for the Hilton 
Head Mullets.

In 1968 I was living in St. Louis when my wife’s 
college friend’s husband introduced me to rugby with 
Clayton Rugby Club.  At that time St. Louis had 6 
clubs, each running two strong sides and Clayton was 
known as a finesse team with excellent speed and ball 
handling.
I was in pretty good shape at the time and, like most 

rookies, I started on the wing.  The best part of being a 
wing is that you don’t have to switch side when some 
dumb ass kicks the ball out of bounds.  I soon 
progressed to center and loved that position.  The only 
downside was that I had to switch sides when the ball 
went into touch .
From the beginning I hated the pack; uncouth 
animals, savage beasts.  It was fun to watch them run 
from sideline to sideline when the dumb ass kicked the 
ball across the field for no apparent reason. 
Sometimes I would be that dumb ass and kick the ball 
across the field just to watch their fat asses stumble 
across the pitch yelling “Support! Support!”
My family moved to Gatlinburg and I decided to get 
one last game in with my beloved Clayton.  Of course I 
broke my leg, leaving the wife and neighbors to pack 
the moving van! We lived in a chalet on a 
mountainside in Gatlinburg, not the ideal location for a 
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cast and crutches.  Missing the game I made a jaunt or 
two to Knoxville to play with the University of 
Tennessee, but it was too far to drive and the team 
was very inexperienced so I stopped playing for a 
while.
Camaraderie is a marvelous thing; athletes have it, 

armed forces have it and rugby clubs most certainly 
have it.  I move to Cincinnati and see in the local paper 
“Rugby Club Forming, meet at Yesterdays in Mt 
Adams”.  Looking for camaraderie I show up.  
Remember I am a back from a finesse, premier level 
team.  At the back of the bar I meet Ron Creager and 
Greg Seal and after introductions Greg announces “we 
have our other 2nd row”.  I try to explain I’m a pretty 
damn good back, but Greg would have none of it.  So, 
the guy who hates forwards is now one and has to 
learn to hate the backs who take all the glory after the 
pack does all the work.
Henceforth I played lock, wing forward & number 8 

with Queen City.  I particularly enjoyed playing in the 
back row with Reid Robertson and Ron Creager and 
we were able to wreak havoc on many occasions.
The camaraderie in rugby, especially at a club like 

QCRFC is exceptional.  However, the best 
camaraderie is what I found in 1985, at the ripe old 
age of 40, when the Lord Jesus Christ brought me into 
His camaraderie.  I have never been the same since 
and if you would like to hear that story contact me  at 
donnier@hargray.com.

Don Hinton back in the day

Reid Robertson, Taylor Edwards, Brent Hall, Don Hinton 
& Ron Creager listen to words of wisdom from a young 

Jeff Hinton.


